Quality

1896 [c.] | Logic of Mathematics: An attempt to develop my categories from within | CP 1.426

Quality is the monadic element of the world. Anything whatever, however complex and heterogeneous, has its quality *sui generis*, its possibility of sensation, would our senses only respond to it.

1897-8 | Mem for 8 Lectures | MS [R] 945:2

Now a *quality* is a consciousness. I do not say a *waking* consciousness, – but still something of the nature of consciousness. A *sleeping* consciousness, perhaps.

1899 | On Topical Geometry, in General (T) | CP 7.538

...a quality is merely something that *might* be realized, while an occurrence is something that *actually* takes place. [...] A quality [...] has no individuality. Two qualities are different only so far as they are unlike. Individuality is an aggressive unity, arising from an absolute refusal to be in any degree responsible for anything else. This a quality cannot have since it is too utterly irreversible of anything else even to deny it.

1903 | CSP’s Lowell Lectures of 1903. 2nd Part of 3rd Draught of Lecture III | Quality

The mode of being of the quality is that of Firstness. That is to say, it is a possibility. It is related to the matter accidentally; and this relation does not change the quality at all, except that it imparts *existence*, that is to say, this very relation of inherence, to it.

1903 | C. S. Peirce’s Lowell Lectures for 1903. Lecture 4. | CP 4.514

...*qualities* are not, properly speaking, individuals. All the qualities you actually have ever thought of might, no doubt, be counted, since you have only been alive for a certain number of hundredths of seconds, and it requires more than a hundredth of a second actually to have any thought. But all the qualities, any one of which you readily can think of, are certainly innumerable; and all that might be thought of exceed, I am convinced, all multitude whatsoever. For they are mere logical possibilities, and possibilities are general, and no multitude can exhaust the narrowest kind of a general. Nevertheless, within limitations, which include most ordinary purposes, qualities may be treated as individuals. At any rate, however, they form an entirely different universe of existence. It is a universe of logical possibility.
Elements of Firstness, or Qualities, are positive respects in each of which something might be determinate regardless of anything else, such as being marketable.

A quality is whatever it is in itself. It has such mode of being as it has independently of any other quality, of existing in any subject, and of being represented.

...feeling is nothing but a quality, and a quality is not conscious: it is a mere possibility.

...the characteristic of an object may be conceived to reside in itself. As such it is a Quale; and the conception of it is called a First Intention.